
The sounds of young girls laughing and sparking with joy rang loudly throughout the entirety of the 

Astral Plane as the lovely princesses Elise and Sakura played together out in the field. Genuine, innocent 

smiles covered their soft cute faces, lithe bodies bouncing about energetically. The air of sweet 

youthfulness that surrounded them both was a beautiful gift that could not be recreated. Though the 

maid sisters Felicia and Flora were currently keeping watch on them just to make sure they wouldn’t run 

into any trouble, the two cute little princesses happily played together without a single worry in the 

world.  

It was a most tender, wholesome, innocent scene. One which Charlotte watched from afar with a forlorn 

expression. The usually loud and pompous berserker gave out a depressed sigh. In all honesty, she 

should have been as thrilled as the cute little ladies prancing atop the pretty lilies and soft grass. Not 

only had they defeated Anankos together, bringing peace to all three nations of the world, Charlotte had 

also gained a hefty paycheck for her work AND she’d gotten herself a beautiful wife. It should have been 

the perfect story book ending, yet… Somehow, Charlotte did not feel satisfied.  

Charlotte could feel her heart palpitating the longer she continued staring at the princesses, mind 

growing heated with the most perverse of thoughts. Though most of Charlotte’s desires had already 

been fulfilled, there was still one thing she had not satiated yet. And that had to be her undying lust 

towards, cute, adorable young girls like Sakura and Elise. It was a sexual preference she had inherited 

from her mother, who had loved and pampered her when she bore the same looks many long years ago. 

Though now that she had been in the march with so many amazingly adorable little ladies, she had 

become nothing but obsessed with them. 

It was very ironic that such a beautiful and powerful woman of excellent social status would be so in 

love with the small slender figure of young girls who looked entirely unlike herself. Of course, Charlotte 

knew it was wrong to have such desires but… There was nothing that aroused her more than having an 

entire harem of submissive girls drooling over her at any second. Now that the war was over and the 

army about to disband, would Charlotte ever have the chance to gather so many high-quality ladies? 

“Charlotte~?” 

A gasp escaped from Charlotte’s soft lips, her head shaking wildly as she was brought back to reality by a 

sharp, young tongue. Turning towards her left, Charlotte was met with the soft beaming smile of the 

youthful-looking sorceress Nyx, also known as Charlotte’s beautiful wife. Without even thinking twice 

about it, Charlotte bent down and planted a deep, loving kiss on Nyx’s mouth, sloppily exchanging saliva 

right there in the middle of the road. Most people would be afraid to kiss Nyx’s young-looking lips with 

such desire, but Charlotte couldn’t care less what others thought. This was her wife and she was going 

to show all the love she had for her. 

As their lips finally parted, the couple separated from each other with a dreamy sigh. Nyx wrapped her 

arms around Charlotte’s waist, though she barely came up to Charlotte’s shoulders. Charlotte might not 

have been able to secure a whole harem, but at least she had conquered a single lovely girl. 

“Still thinking about that harem, huh?” Nyx asked as the both stared on at Elise and Sakura still playing 

in the distance. 

All Charlotte could do was nod, sorrow keeping a single word from leaving her mouth. 



“Look Charlotte.” Nyx’s tone grew more serious, which contrasted with her soft pale face. “I am very 

thankful to you. You have given me so much love when no one else would. You have taught me how to 

accept my beautiful body for what it is. I love you so much, I-I… I don’t want to see you sad like this. That 

is why… That is why I’ve made these…” 

All of a sudden, Nyx produced two large dusty tomes from underneath her robes, thick magical books 

that Charlotte had never seen before. One was dark yellow and bore the symbol of a clock, while the 

other was a vibrant purple with the picture of a leash on its cover. 

“With these books…” Nyx smiled warmly, presenting them both to her wife with the utmost love. “With 

these books you will finally be able to make your dreams come true~” 

Eyes as wide as the moon, Charlotte slowly accepted both of the tomes into her hand. A part of her 

already guessed what both of these books could do, but Charlotte was so overcome with shock and 

subtle excitement, her body was completely frozen in place. 

“The yellow one can regress women’s body to their young, cute forms. Very similar to the cure that was 

placed on me actually.” Nyx eagerly explained, her heart beating with joy at the sight of Charlotte’s 

excitement. “The violet one however allows you to become any girl’s one and true master.” 

Tears of joy began to form within Charlotte’s eyes, her heart and cunt throbbing with bliss. “Is this… Is 

this real?!” She asked incredulously, barely able to believe the power she had been given.  

“Charlotte, my love~” With a beaming smile on her face, Nyx slowly walked towards Charlotte, getting 

on her tippy toes and planting a kiss on her soft lips. “I would never lie to you, you know~?” Nyx 

confessed as their lips bore apart. “But if you’re still not convinced, why not try it out on those two over 

there~?” 

As a perverted smirk came across Nyx’s face, the dark mage pointed towards Felicia and Flora, who were 

still keeping watch over the princess sisters. Charlotte gave a loud gulp. For a second, her conscience 

flared up. Could she really regress her friends’ bodies in age and warp their minds so they could finally 

be her horny little sluts? After all the many battles and good times they had passed together? After all 

the memories they’d made?  

Her answer was given as Charlotte found her body moving on its own towards Felicia and Flora. Friends 

were one thing but… The allure of a cute girly harem was utterly irresistible. Pussy oozing with arousal, 

Charlotte approached the maid twin until they were but a few feet apart from each other. 

“Oh, hey Charlotte!” Felicia waved ecstatically at her companion. 

But Charlotte had no time for pleasantries, her mind much too preoccupied with the sort of results 

these spells would have. As Charlotte opened the first tome, she began casting its enchantment to the 

best of her abilities. It was strange, despite having very limited experience with magic, Charlotte felt as if 

she knew this magic by heart, almost like the spell was feeding off her desires and lust to grow more 

powerful and fierce. 

Two thick, crackling bolts of lightning shot forth from her fingers as soon as the casting was over, one 

striking each of the maid sister square in the stomach. Both Flora and Felicia both recoiled back with a 

yelp. Felicia merely stood there with a face of bewilderment, while Flora angrily scowled at Charlotte. 



The shock itself had been no more than a prickle, but the fact that it had been done by one of their allies 

and without prompting made the ordeal more than upsetting. Yet, before either of them could utter a 

single word of complaint, their bodies were suddenly embroiled in an incredible heat.  

Moans of lust and arousal escaped from the sisters’ lips as their bodies began to shift and turn in 

unnatural ways. Felicia could feel her limbs start to shrink and become thinner with every second. The 

slender curves she had gained with maturity slowly sunk back into her, giving her a simplistic body 

shape. The bountiful bosom and plump round butt she’d grown were reduced to nothing but painfully 

flat and undeveloped surfaces. Within seconds none of her current clothes seemed to fit her, and Felicia 

found herself desperately struggling out of her outfit in an effort to fight this all-encompassing heat. 

Her sister Flora did not fare much better. The sharp aged features of her face disappeared, as did the 

blemishes and coarse patches until all that was left was a face that was as cute and soft as was humanly 

possible. Height was consistently zapped away from her body, leaving her shorter than Elise or Nyx. It 

was like some sort of curse surging from a terrible nightmare. Somehow, Flora’s body had been reduced 

to one she had when she was little over a teen. The whole experience should have traumatized Flora, 

but the worst part of it all was that for some unexplained reason, her nipples were erect and her pussy 

was exploding with ecstasy, as if she was thoroughly aroused by the fact her body had regressed in age.  

“What did you do to uuuusssss~” Flora groaned out in a voice that sounded younger and cuter with 

every syllable she uttered. The girl quickly wriggled out of her bulky clothes, exposing her tiny nude 

body for Charlotte to gawk upon. Despite the fact that her pussy was utterly gushing with juices of 

arousal, she did her best to not give in to the pleasure. 

“Flora heeeeelp~~” Felicia on the other hand, had not been as successful as her sister in fighting against 

the lust. Standing above a bundle of her old maid outfit, the cute little lady desperately slammed her 

fingers into her pussy over and over again. “Can’t stop~~ Feels too good~~~” She whimpered, before 

thrusting her crotch forth and rubbing her inner folds like a bitch in heat. It was a display so pervertedly 

arousing, that as soon as Flora saw it, she too began to masturbate her needy, young pussy with greed.  

Having seen the full effects of her magnificent tome, Charlotte’s panties were basically see-through 

now. Her beloved friends had been transformed into perfect vessels of lust, two cute little girls with 

adorable bodies devoid of maturity. Charlotte could have instantly jumped in and taken them both by 

this point. But there was one more tome to test out.  

Quickly summoning her purple book, the horny blonde cast yet another spell towards the pair of sisters. 

This one had the form of a large, noxious violet cloud. Though it traveled much slower than the 

lightning, both sisters were too preoccupied with their lust to try and avoid it. The moment each cloud 

made contact, it slowly wrapped around their bodies, embroiling them in a thick purple fog. It began to 

pour into them, entering through their holes and sinking into their skin until not a trace of the original 

cloud remained.  

For a few seconds, an ominous quiet followed, as if the spell was brewing inside them. And then, 

without any sort of warning, the two sisters howled in pleasure at the same exact time. Big pink hearts 

formed in both of their pupils. Magical silver piercings attached themselves to their tongues, nipples and 

clit. Around their neck, each girl could feel an invisible collar forming, a representation of their 



submission towards one true and single master. And in her hand, Charlotte could feel a similar ghostly 

leash materialize from thin air. 

This was it, everything that Charlotte had desired. With this leash, she held complete and utter control 

over these pair of little sluts. As a luscious smirk appeared on her face, Charlotte pulled on the ethereal 

leash with all of her might. The duo instantly stopped what they were doing in response and ran directly 

towards Charlotte. All the fear, dread and confusion that had been plaguing their cute faces was now 

gone. Instead, the only thing Charlotte could see in their expressions was love, excitement and child-like 

energy.  

As the two girls approached Charlotte, each one of them lovingly wrapped themselves around one of 

Charlotte’s supple legs and refused to let go. Their crotches began needily rubbing against Charlotte’s 

legs, their bright innocent eyes looking up to Charlotte with pleading expressions. 

“Mistress Charlotte~! Mistress Charlotte~!!” They both cried with joy, any hint of resistance gone from 

their simple minds. “We’re so needy and horny~ Please have sex with us~!!” 

The adorable voices and complete submission were more than Charlotte could take, and the woman 

found herself cumming right on the spot. Her legs quivered with bliss, breathy groans escaping from her 

clenched teeth while her slippery juices rolled down her legs. Little Flora and Felicia were so cute~!! 

Especially as they eagerly licked up the trail of vaginal excretions that were dripping from Charlotte’s 

cunt. 

Unable to hold back her desires, Charlotte quickly plucked Felicia up from the ground and began to 

sloppily make out with the cutie. There was little more that Felicia could do other than moan and 

lovingly reciprocate Charlotte’s passionate kiss as she dangled up in the air unable to reach the ground. 

Meanwhile, the still aroused little Flora was desperate for some action of her own. Without any 

prompting, she snuck in between Charlotte’s legs and pulled aside her undergarments so that she could 

smash her mouth into Charlotte’s cunt. All three girls gave moans of utter ecstasy, a mistress and their 

sluts basking in the pleasure of making each other happy.  

While Charlotte enjoyed her time with these two little conquests, she could feel all her muscles 

suddenly bulk up and harden. Her stiff six pack grew more defined, her arms and legs beefing up with 

muscle. Felicia became much lighter in her arms, not because Felicia had become any slimmer but 

because Charlotte had somehow gotten stronger. 

“This is the one caveat to using the spells~” Nyx cooed lovingly, hugging her lovely wife from behind 

while Charlotte had her way with two little women. “The more you use them, the more your body 

transforms into its true self~” 

True self…? Charlotte had no idea what that meant. The idea of her own body transforming was 

honestly a bit scary. She had always kept a beautiful figure so she did not want to lose it. Though her 

desire to create more beautiful, young slutty slaves did make it a lot more bearable. Perhaps it would be 

good not to overdo it. Just add a couple of more girls to her harem and leave it at that~ 

“Flora, Felicia! We’re back!” The bright earnest voice of Elise chirped happily. “Did you- H-Huh?!” Her 

tone instantly changed as the two princesses laid eyes on what was happening before them.  



“C-C-Charlotte…? N-Nyx?” The shy Sakura muttered in confusion, a sensation of dread filling her. “W-W-

What’s going on here?!?” 

Charlotte slowly pushed Felicia away from her mouth and placed her back on the ground. She lusciously 

licked her lips, eyeing up Elise and Sakura with desire. Yes~ Only a couple more girls for the harem~ 

 

 

With so many beautiful girls in Corrin’s army that could be added to her harem, it was quite difficult for 

Charlotte to decide which ones to pick. Luckily for her, she wouldn’t even have to pick in the first place! 

Right in front of her eyes, the clumsy Setsuna and Sophie had gotten stuck in a bale of hay after the 

latter had crashed her horse into the former. Neither of them even realized what was happening as their 

shrinking bodies effortlessly slipped out of their old clothes and the hay. They simply moaned and 

shuddered in bliss, figures slimming and busts shrinking until the most important thing in their minds 

became an adoration for their Mistress Charlotte. 

Even after the transformation, the cute tyke duo were just as clumsy as they were before. As soon as 

she began running towards Charlotte, Sophie tripped on a stick onto the floor and began to bawl her 

eyes out. Charlotte was a gentle mistress though. She tenderly picked Sophie up from the ground, 

placed a kiss on her boo boo, and then proceeded to slurp up Sophie’s delicious glistening cunt in hopes 

it would make her feel better. Setsuna too tried to join in on the fun by getting a taste of her Mistress’ 

cunt. However, she was much too sloppy and couldn’t do much at all. 

Or rather, it seemed like the little girl no longer reached up to Charlotte’s pussy on her own. In fact, 

none of her girls could. Poor Setsuna had to hop like a cute lil’ bunny in order to even get a dream of 

tasting Charlotte’s pussy. The more Charlotte consumed Sophie’s cunt, the more she could feel her 

limbs stretching out farther and longer, making it so that she effortlessly towered over the tallest of 

men. 

Nina and Hitama were just as easy prey as they previous two. Much too preoccupied with spying on 

boys and sleeping respectively, they were both caught entirely off guard when their forms slowly 

regressed in age. All of Nina’s obsession with boys playing together was entirely replaced with an 

obsession over Charlotte’s magnificent form. The girl eagerly worshipped both of Charlotte’s massive 

growing tits, each of which was growing at such an exponential rate they almost became larger than the 

small Nina herself. 

“Odd Transformation. 

Feelings of heat are rising. 

Mistress, please fuck me~~!!” 

This was the last Haiku Mitama composed before she jumped between Charlotte’s plump, fattening 

buttcheeks. The girl was embroiled in an enormous mass of soft, jiggling fat which grew thicker with 

each passing second. Though Charlotte’s new assets soon dwarfed that of any regular woman, they 

looked perfectly proportional to her slim, feminine figure. They reformed into an round ass so plump 

and soft, Miatama couldn’t help but have her pussy throb as she rubbed and kissed the cheeks 



Charlotte’s bubble butt. This new younger, energized Mitama found worshiping her Mistress so much 

better than any dream she could possibly have~ 

Thanks to a thoroughly subservient Sakura acting as a lure, both Hinoka and Hana were a walk in the 

park to obtain. The duo of warriors were quickly regressed into horny, submissive girls in a matter of 

seconds. Years of harsh, rigid training were distilled into an unending amount of arousal. Their incredible 

self-control and patience replaced with utter adoration for their mistress. That same sense of duty 

they’d used to protect their loved ones would now be used to shower Charlotte in an endless amount of 

love.  

Still holding a severe crush for her liege, Hana scissored Sakura for the amusement of her mistress, 

making sure to viciously pump out all of those years of unrequited love in the form of luscious ecstasy. 

Hinoka on the other hand was more than happy to jump on top of her Mistress’ midsection, lovingly 

worshipping a glorious woman who was now much buffer than herself. With a set of utterly luscious 

moans, Hinoka rubbed her oozing cunt against the stiff, chiseled pecs on Charlotte’s hardened stomach. 

Charlotte could feel her muscles continue to stiffen and tighten at the sight of her growing harem. Her 

arms bulked up into absolute canons, her legs growing chiseled and strong. With every conquest she 

grew more and more powerful. But even as she noticed her changes, she was much too horny to stop. 

By this point, the rest of the Corrin’s army in the Astral plane was starting to notice Charlotte’s growing 

presence. A huge 10 ft+ lady with an army of nude, little lovers wasn’t the most innocuous thing in the 

world after all. The first person to actually stand up to the titanic Charlotte would be Rinkah, one of 

Charlotte’s good old friends.  

“Stop this madness Charlotte!” Rinkah exclaimed imperatively, ready to enter bloody combat with a big 

club in her hand. 

There was no doubt in Charlotte’s mind that she could completely crush Rinkah without even breaking a 

sweat. However, she had no intention of harming her dearest, buffest friend. So with a quick set of 

spells, Rinkah’s body was de-aged and her loyalty switched sides. 

“MMhhhhh~~ Thank you Mistress Charlotte~!! Please point me in the direction of your foes and I will 

CRUSH THEM~~ Haaah~” A cute tiny Rinkah moaned out in utter bliss. Though her body had become so 

much smaller, her muscles had remained stiff and rugged. The small naked girl could easily hold the 

same club she had before with a single hand, and she could easily carry several girls in Charlotte’s harem 

like a little herculean goddess. 

More serious defensive responses were soon rolled out after this, joint efforts by the Hoshidan and 

Nohrian forces to take Charlotte down. Dozens of men joined together in arms and rushed Charlotte at 

the same time, but she had grown so incredibly large and strong by now, she could swat them away as if 

they were nothing more than flies. Even the high princes with their legendary weapons could not put a 

dent in Charlotte’s much fiercer figure. So not caring for the men in the slightest, Charlotte utterly 

crushed them without mercy. 

The women in this defensive assault suffered a much kinder fate however. Hoshido’s female defense 

squad was composed of Kagero, Orochi, Reina and Oboro. Typically, such a collection of fierce fighting 

ladies would imbue fear into the hearts of their enemies. But Charlotte made quickly made them unable 

to battle as the age was sucked from their bodies. Kagero’s enormous bust shrank down into a petite 



flat plain with pert nipples, Orochi’s fat ass being squished down to two little cheeks. Reina’s wrinkled 

skin became soft and smooth, with only the big x-shaped scar on her face remaining, while all of Oboro’s 

hatred for Nohr was translated into love for Charlotte. In the place where a group of elite Hoshidan 

warriors once stood, there was now a party of horny little girls dashing towards their mistress in desire. 

Like energetic little monkeys, the girls climbed all over their Mistress’ growing body in order to shower 

her with their affection. Kagero was the first one to reach their face, allowing her to make up with the 

beautiful Charlotte to her heart’s desire. Reina and Oboro remained content with Charlotte’s bust, 

slamming their oozing pussies against the woman’s enormous nipples. Orochi meanwhile, occupied 

herself by caressing Charlotte’s pussy, which had become so large that she could slam both of her fists 

deep into Charlotte’s folds while she suckled on her throbbing clit. 

Nohr’s defense force was much smaller in comparison, consisting of only Selena, her daughter Caeldori 

and the lovely Beruka. This trio of ladies fought as valiantly as they could, but in the end they were 

nothing more than a diversion to entertain Charlotte. Selena and Caeldori screamed out in bliss as they 

both felt their bodies regressing until mother and daughter were the same age. Beruka did not change 

much physically, but they were all brought together by their mutual adoration of the same merciful 

Mistress. 

Charlotte gently picked up Selena and Caeldori into her hands, both of which were large enough they 

could cradle each girl comfortably inside. With a pleased smile on her face, she pushed her enormous 

thumbs and masturbated the writhing girls, filling up their tight little pussies with a single digit. Selena 

shuddered as she watched her cute daughter getting her pussy ravaged. Now that Caeldori had been 

regressed, she looked almost exactly like a younger version of her mother. The absolutely beautiful and 

perfect form woke up something deep within Selena, that she began lusciously screaming out Caeldori’s 

name and the two orgasmed in unison. 

One last pair of girls came towards Charlotte once a retreat started to form.  

“Reinforcements~?” Charlotte asked them. 

“No~!!” Soleil and Velouria eagerly replied. “We want to join you~!!” 

Their reasons were perverted and apparent. Soleil wanted to have sex with a harem of horny ladies, 

even if they looked quite young. And Velouria was desperate to enter a romantic relationship with her 

mother Rinkah, who had already been transformed. But Charlotte was never one to judge, and happily 

cast the magic on these traitorous little souls. Soleil and Velouria masturbated as they shrank, their 

perverted thoughts growing exponentially with their un-developing bodies.  

Eager to demonstrate her affection, the horny Soleil quickly climbed onto Charlotte and slammed her 

Mistress’ bulbous clit directly into her tight cunt. Soleil let out delirious screams of pleasure. Charlotte’s 

throbbing pink nub was large enough that Soleil felt like it was filling up her tiny tight cunt and showing 

her Charlotte’s true glory. Velouria did much the same, catching her mother by surprise and forcibly 

scissoring her with the fierceness of a wolf. Such was the reward for the wonderful girls that submitted 

to Charlotte~ If they wanted pleasure, then they would have their minds broken with pleasure.  

After the titanic defeat that was the retaliation against Charlotte’s assault, the Nohrian and Hoshidan 

forces shamefully retreated while the remaining untransformed women in Corrin’s army went into 



hiding. Charlotte’s harem had grown so grand and bountiful, she really did not need to add anyone else. 

Her transformation had progressed quite far as well, though despite her increased stature and 

musculature, she was still very much human. If she stopped here, she would have enough. 

But even now, with so many eager little girls lusting over her, Charlotte hungered to conquer. She 

wanted more, she needed to take them all! No matter the consequences, every single girl in the army 

had to belong to her! Plus, she was missing some very key additions~ With so many needy girls and so 

little time, Charlotte would need a girl with 1000% energy that could always be horny and always keep 

her other sisters satisfied. Someone like adorable, playful fox Selkie~ 

Finding Selkie itself was not too hard of a task. Thanks to the help of Velouria and her canine nose, 

Charlotte was able to quickly find and apprehend the slippery fox girl. However, in a moment of 

uncharacteristic control, Charlotte did not instantly transform Selkie. No, she had a much more 

important plan in mind~ 

 

 

A group of frightened ladies huddled together within the confines of the old, dusty weapons storage, the 

only women still unperturbed by Charlotte’s madness. 

“Gosh tarn fiddlesticks, what’re we gonna do now?!?” The cute farmhand Mozu cried in a sheepish 

voice. “Charlotte’s so big and strong, she’ll wipe us in an instant!!” 

“It’s simple really.” Anna replied in a confident voice, though she was trembling in fear as much as her 

companions. “We just hide out until things calm down, and then find a way to escape! There’s no way 

I’m risking my business fighting that mad lady and her tiny army.” 

“What are you guys saying?!?” Ophelia stood up with a spurt of courageousness. “We’re heroes of light! 

Even if defeat is certain, it is our duty to go out there and fight!” 

“Heh, you say that…” Rhajat scoffed at the mage. “Yet you were the first one to run away when your 

mother was turned into a flat, horny babe.” Ophelia opened her mouth to rebuttal, but no wards came 

out. With a sour expression, she quietly sat down and said no more. 

Silence ensued after that, a sensation of dread embroiling them all. 

“Well… At least we’re all here together.” Azura spoke up, trying to lighten the mood. “Thank you for 

showing us to this place Selkie.” 

Selkie however, gave no response. The quirky fox girl trembled atop her seat, her expression painfully 

rigid. At first the others thought it was because the energetic girl was having a hard time staying still and 

quiet in one place, but soon it became apparent there was something else.  

Thump… Thump… 

The ground around them began to rumble, shelves wobbling back and forth while the steel of weapons 

clanged together. 

THUMP… THUMP… 



With every passing second the sound became louder, the earth vibrating with increasing force.  

THUMP!!! THUMP!!! 

All the girls could feel it getting closer, the pounding footsteps of a titanic being roaring louder and 

louder until- 

CRASH!!! 

As debris spouted everywhere, an enormous hole was torn open wide into the main wall of the armory. 

Sunlight bore into the empty room, dust and dirt particles slowly settling. Feet stomping forth with 

earth-shattering cracks, the monstrous Charlotte proudly entered the little room, so tall and imposing 

her head almost reached the ceiling. While the rest of the girls sat there trembling, Anna jumped from 

her seat and tried to make a break for it. Unfortunately, any kind of escape was made impossible as the 

rest of Charlotte’s harem began to inundate the room. 

“Mistress Charlotte! Mistress Charlotte~!!!” Selkie sprang forth with a perverted expression upon her 

face. Practically jumping out of her clothes, the horny fox lady eagerly presented herself to the imposing 

Charlotte. Gazing upon her nude figure, everyone could now see the nipple and clit piercings that 

marked Charlotte’s ownership. “Did I do good? Did I do good~~?!? Does Selkie get a prize~?~?” 

“Yes, you did marvelous Selkie.” Charlotte bent down and tenderly pet the trembling fox. “You deserve a 

prize. In fact, all of you deserve a prize! The wonderful prize of joining my harem of course~” 

Hands thrusting forth, Charlotte’s magic began shooting from her fingertips and struck every single 

untransformed girl in sight. Bodies pulsated without any control. A flurry of moans rang out from each 

of their lips, though Selkie screamed the loudest for she had accepted Charlotte into her heart first. 

Despite all their fear an inhibition, none of them could do anything but tremble in arousal as they were 

slowly turned into petite, adorable girls.  

Once the transformation had finalized and their bodies belong to Charlotte, the newly added girls 

looked upon their changed forms with eager curiosity. Rhajat played with her incredibly flat chest, 

toying with her small, sensitive nipples. Azura gasped as she felt her slimmer, flatter curves, while Anna 

needily plunged her fingers into her tight sensitive pussy. It was in this moment that they realized there 

was nothing to fear. Deep down, they were still much the same as before. The only difference was that 

they felt so much smaller and energetic! And of course, the fact that they were all in love with their 

glorious one and true mistress~ 

Lucious smiles surging on each of their young faces, the newest addition to Charlotte’s harem in a 

desperate desire to embrace the one they loved. Charlotte knelt down and accepted them all with open 

arms, letting them climb all over her to satiate her lust. Finally, Charlotte dream had been fully 

idealized~! It felt good to be loved by so many submissive, loyal cute little girls. Seeing those friends 

she’d spent so much time with age regressed and worshipping her was like a dream come true~ It was 

almost like… She was complete~ 

Charlotte gave a huge roar of arousal, one so powerful it shook the room around her. As Azura and Anna 

hugged her supple thighs while they rubbed their pussies into her legs, Charlotte could feel her skin tone 

darkening more and more until it took a shade of deep green. While Mozu and Rhajat masturbated into 

the soles of her feet, her nails sharpened and grew into terrible claws. Charlotte’s pussy quivered, 



trembling under the relentless assault of a tiny Selkie. Two sparkling fangs emerged from each side of 

Charlotte’s mouth, forming into long, threatening tusks with points sharper than spears. 

Once again, Charlotte let out an incredible roar of bliss. Though this time, all of the girls in Charlotte’s 

harem trembled and moaned in orgasm. This was Charlotte’s true and final form. No longer could she be 

considered a petty human, instead evolved into an incredible ogre goddess. The same human beauty 

that had made her the wet dream and envy of many, had combined with the powerful ruthlessness of 

an ogre to create the most perfect being in all of mankind.  

Within seconds, the rest of Charlotte’s harem began to dogpile here eagerly, none of them able to resist 

the inner beauty of their master. Though her body had been inalterably changed, Charlotte knew she 

had made the right decision.  

 

 

As the sweet supple sensation of victory filled her, Charlotte let out a low, husky groan of pure bliss. All 

of the Astral Plane belonged to her, most of the girls in Corrin’s Army forming part of her adorable 

harem. The enormous Astral Plane throne chair that had once been too big for most human beings now 

filled Charlotte snugly. After all this time, Charlotte had finally won. 

Around the resting Charlotte, all of the horny girls in her harem ran around their mistress in a desperate 

desire to please her and themselves. Velouria and Mozu greedily rubbed their cunts against Charlotte’s 

feet while they peppered the bridge of Charlotte’s feet in an endless barrage of kisses. Being girls of 

nature, the duo thoroughly enjoyed the powerful feminine scents and tastes of Charlotte’s feet. 

However, even proper ladies like Flora and Sophie couldn’t help but needily masturbate with her toes. 

Further above on the throne’s seat, the mother-daughter duo of Selena and Caeldori dutifully 

masturbated Charlotte’s gaping cunt with their legs. They could feel their toes growing damp as they 

caressed the insides of Charlotte’s vagina, their feet pressing and rubbing all of Charlotte’s damp slit. 

Being so close to their Mistress’ mound was so arousing, the two were forced into a loving embrace 

where they hungrily kissed while they fingered each other’s vagina. Though Selena could never admit it, 

the love she showed for her daughter was due to her resemblance to her mom, and all those passionate 

feelings of jealousy she held within. 

With screams of pleasure and song, the gracious Azura needily put Charlotte’s throbbing clit into the 

depths of her cunt. Despite her smaller assets and stature, all of Azura’s dancing skills had remained 

intact. The beautiful songstress twirled and spun around Charlotte’s bulbous clit like an absolute master. 

Taking the whole thing into her tight cunt, she sang out a song of pleasure to the mistress she so dearly 

beloved. 

Many more girls occupied the armrests of the large throne, for Charlotte’s 10 thick fingers served as 

perfect dildos for each of the girls to masturbate with. Anna was one of the girls who greedily pushed 

her folds against Charlotte’s digits, which were so soft and thick they could make any girl squirm with 

bliss. Hana accompanied in the same hand, happy to get some more affection from her mistress. 

Meanwhile, the other hand was occupied by Oboro and Beruka, two girls who would have never seen 

eye to eye but that had been brought together for their mutual lust over Charlotte. 



Kagero and Rhajat were currently clinging onto Charlotte’s breasts like their lives depended on it, their 

pussies throbbing with bliss as they basked in the massive heat. Rhajat was more than content suckling 

on Charlotte’s enormous nipple, letting her tongue slather all over its surface like a baby desperate for 

its mother’s milk. Kagero meanwhile, slammed her cunt against Charlotte’s erect nipple, groaning and 

moaning desperately in hopes she would be filled by her Mistress’ love. It was ironic. Both girls had once 

possessed the largest, most impressive busts in the entire army, but now they were lusting for 

Charlotte’s incredible rack. 

Finally there were Charlotte’s two massive tusks, on which Rinkah and Nyx were currently dangling on 

with their bare pussies rubbing against them. Charlotte’s tusks had become a symbol of her perfection. 

They were tough, hard and the perfect object to masturbate against. Not to mention it was so close to 

Charlotte’s mouth, any girl could be lovingly licked at any moment. Being Charlotte’s favorite girls, Nyx 

and Rinkah got to enjoy this spot most of the time, though it was the favorite place of many girls. 

“So~ Haaah~” Nyx moaned as she continued rubbing her oozing cunt against Charlotte’s tusk. “Did you 

enjoy your gift~?” 

“It was perfect my love~” Charlotte responded happily. She licked up Nyx’s body, causing the tiny mage 

to whimper with orgasm. “And now so am I~” 


